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All hours are working hours for Laura Lewis, the youngest CFO in her company’s history, and she certainly
isn’t going to let some chest pains and a stay in the hospital slow her down. Unfortunately, her overbearing
and irritatingly handsome physician, Dr. Steven Foster, has other ideas. He confiscates her precious phone
and threatens her with a spanking if he catches her working from her bed again. Intrigued, Laura tests him
and quickly discovers that Steven is a man of his word. Her bare bottom is set stinging and a thorough
scolding leaves her ego bruised and her heart aflutter.

When it comes time for Laura to be released, Steven orders her to take several weeks off work. Knowing his
feisty patient is unlikely to follow her doctor’s orders, he also provides his phone number and promises to
check up on her. It isn’t long before he learns that she has ignored virtually every instruction he gave her,
and upon returning to her apartment after lunch together, he puts her over his lap and gives her the spanking
she’s been needing her whole life.

Afterwards, Steven gives Laura a choice: she can go back to pretending to be an independent woman who
doesn’t need any man, or she can give herself to him and explore the submissive desires she has hidden for
so long, the ones that so often resulted in her locking her office door, raising her skirt, and playing out her
private fantasies during working hours.

Laura agrees to put herself under the Steven’s care once more, and she soon finds that he is just as skilled a
dominant as he is a physician. Work can’t wait forever though, and Laura and Steven find their world turned
inside out when her company is accused of major financial crimes and she is set up to take the fall for the
misdeeds of others. Will a jail sentence tear her away from her newfound love forever? And just how far will
Steven prove willing to go to protect Laura and clear her name?

Publisher’s Note: Doctor Knows Best is an erotic romance novel that includes spankings, sexual scenes,
medical play, anal play, elements of BDSM, and more. If such material offends you, please don’t buy this
book.
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From reader reviews:

Maureen Perdue:

Nowadays reading books become more and more than want or need but also become a life style. This
reading addiction give you lot of advantages. Advantages you got of course the knowledge the actual
information inside the book that improve your knowledge and information. The knowledge you get based on
what kind of reserve you read, if you want send more knowledge just go with schooling books but if you
want sense happy read one together with theme for entertaining like comic or novel. Typically the Doctor
Knows Best is kind of e-book which is giving the reader unpredictable experience.

Peter Robey:

Reading a e-book can be one of a lot of action that everyone in the world enjoys. Do you like reading book
therefore. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoyed. First reading a e-book will give you a lot of new
information. When you read a reserve you will get new information mainly because book is one of numerous
ways to share the information or even their idea. Second, studying a book will make you more imaginative.
When you reading through a book especially fictional book the author will bring that you imagine the story
how the figures do it anything. Third, you are able to share your knowledge to other people. When you read
this Doctor Knows Best, you are able to tells your family, friends along with soon about yours e-book. Your
knowledge can inspire the others, make them reading a reserve.

Oliver Lyle:

In this age globalization it is important to someone to obtain information. The information will make a
professional understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information much
easier to share. You can find a lot of sources to get information example: internet, newspaper, book, and
soon. You can see that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book. Often the book that
recommended to you personally is Doctor Knows Best this reserve consist a lot of the information in the
condition of this world now. This particular book was represented how do the world has grown up. The
terminology styles that writer require to explain it is easy to understand. The writer made some analysis
when he makes this book. That's why this book suited all of you.

Wilda Baeza:

This Doctor Knows Best is brand-new way for you who has curiosity to look for some information because it
relief your hunger of knowledge. Getting deeper you onto it getting knowledge more you know or you who
still having bit of digest in reading this Doctor Knows Best can be the light food in your case because the
information inside this book is easy to get by anyone. These books build itself in the form which can be
reachable by anyone, that's why I mean in the e-book application form. People who think that in e-book form
make them feel sleepy even dizzy this publication is the answer. So there is absolutely no in reading a book
especially this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for an individual. So , don't miss
that! Just read this e-book kind for your better life along with knowledge.
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